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Abstract
If macroeconomic models are to be useful in policy-making, where uncertainty is pervasive, the
models must be treated as probability models, whether formally or informally. Use of explicit
probability models allows us to learn systematically from past mistakes, to integrate model-based
uncertainty with uncertain subjective judgment, and to bind data-based forecasting together with
theory-based projection of policy effects. Yet in the last few decades policy models at central banks
have steadily shed any claims to being believable probability models of the data to which they are
ﬁt. Here we describe the current state of policy modeling, suggest some reasons why we have
reached this state, and assess some promising directions for future progress.
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1. Why do we need probability models?
Fifty years ago most economists thought that Tinbergen’s original approach to
macromodeling, which consisted of ﬁtting many equations by single-equation OLS
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and assembling them into a multiple-equation model, had been shown to be
internally inconsistent and an inadequate basis for scientiﬁc progress in macroeconomics.1 The basic point, made at length by Haavelmo (1944), is that because in
economics our theories do not make exact predictions, they can never be proved
inadequate simply by showing that they make prediction errors. In order to allow
models to be compared and improved, they must be formulated as probability
models. That is, they must characterize the probability distribution of observations,
rather than simply make point predictions. A model can then be judged on where
observed data fall in the distribution the model predicts. For macroeconomic
models, this means they must be probability models of the joint behavior of the time
series they are meant to explain. If we use models that do not produce distributions,
or do not produce reliable distributions, for the data, then in comparing the models
or assessing how well a given model is doing, we are forced to rely on informal
judgements about what errors are so big as to cast doubt on the model, or about
what metric to use in comparing records of forecast errors for two models.
If we intend to use the models in decision-making we have to go beyond
Haavelmo’s proposal to use frequentist hypothesis testing as a way to detect false
models and progress toward true models. Hypothesis testing, and indeed all of the
apparatus of frequentist inference, fails to connect to the problem of making
decisions under uncertainty. The frequentist approach to inference insists on a
distinction between unknown ‘parameters’, which are never given probability
distributions, and random variables, which are given distributions. The random
variables are supposed, at least in principle, to be objects whose patterns of variation
could be repeatedly observed, like repeated rolls of the dice or repeated forecast
errors. Parameters are supposed to have single values. But a macroeconomic model
is not complete, for decision-making purposes, unless it characterizes all sources of
uncertainty, including the fact that we do not know parameter values. This means
that attempts to limit probability statements to areas of uncertainty where the
frequentist interpretation of probability is useful cannot be adequate. We need to
think of our probability models as characterizing uncertainty from all sources and as
capable of integrating uncertain information from sources other than the data – one
aspect of what is sometimes called ‘judgment’.
Most economists have learned a frequentist approach to inference and may think
that frequentist inference does in fact characterize uncertainty about parameters. But
this is an illusion. Frequentist data analysis often reports standard errors of estimates
or conﬁdence intervals for parameters. These are reported because they appear to
satisfy a need to make probability statements about unknown parameters. But the
standard errors describe the variability of the estimators, not the distribution of the
unknown parameters, and the probabilities associated with conﬁdence intervals are
not probabilities that the unknown parameter is in the interval, based on the
observed data, but instead probabilities that a similarly constructed interval would
contain the true parameter if we repeatedly constructed such intervals. These
probability statements about estimators and randomly ﬂuctuating intervals
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These ﬁrst few paragraphs cover much the same ground as parts of Sims (2002, 2004).

